
The Internal market for Financial Services  

— necessary, ambitious, impossible? Where are we headed? 

The current situation 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is a privilege to me to be present at Conference on “Financial services in the 

European Union” on the 9th European Consumer Day to share with you the state 

of play of an internal market for financial services. 

Before I give you an insight where the Commission is heading regarding further 

development of the financial services market, let me give you a short retrospect 

where we started 50 years ago. 

In the 1957 Treaty of Rome, the founding fathers of the European Union set out 

to create a common market where goods, services, people, and capital could 

move freely. However the push for financial integration got under way in 

earnest only in the 1980s, when capital accounts were opened and a single 

banking license was introduced. In 1988 the Cecchini-Report gave evidence of 

substantial fragmentation of the European financial services markets discovering 

large price differentials. At the same time the report expected potential benefits 

arising for the consumers with further integration. In order to realise some of 

these benefits the second banking directive was implemented in 1993 and 

formally a single European banking market was established. 

But even though the single market was formally completed, significant obstacles 

to cross-border activity persisted, including in financial services. Financial 

integration picked up renewed momentum when the euro was introduced in 

1999, eliminating exchange rate-related costs and risks of cross-border financial 

operations. But since then, progress has proved to be more difficult than 

expected. 
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The fragmentation in retail banking is, evidently, due to cultural and legislative 

differences among the member states. Historical evolutions, different standards 

of living and varying supervisory philosophies explain to large extent why 

surveys show integration at a low level in this field. 

For retail customers, markets such as bank lending/deposits and life/non-life 

insurance have by and large kept their local character through their marketing 

and distribution. No more than 4% of consumers in the EU-15 hold an account 

in another member state and only 1% holds other financial services and this out 

of necessity in at least three cases (second home, mobile executives and bi-

national families). The few, who shop actively, do it through the internet. The 

proportion of those purchasing cross-border is about twice as high, but still 

marginal, in the new member states where trust towards domestic providers is 

yet often low. Twice as many consumers in the EU-15 as in new member states 

fear low legal protection and excessive risk in cross-border business. 

On the other hand a customer segment with increasingly international 

preferences is gradually emerging. The proportion of EU citizens intending to 

purchase cross-border retail finance is significantly increasing. Among financial 

products, bank accounts and credit cards take the lead with up to 15% of EU 

citizens planning to open a foreign bank account and up to 12% planning to 

acquire a foreign credit card. 

This trend is supported by the fact that 53% of EU citizens speak at least one 

foreign language fluently and 26% even know a second foreign language. 

Financial services providers already explore this trend by offering retail products 

on a multilingual basis. 

A further driving force that facilitates retail financial services integration 

significantly is the growing role of direct distribution channels, primarily the 

internet, but also mobile phones are playing here a role. Within member states, it 

is evident that the increasing importance of direct distribution has already led to 
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significant changes in the distribution channel mix. The historically prominent 

role of branches as primary point of sale is constantly shrinking as a growing 

subset of customers is increasingly willing to deal directly with financial service 

providers, either by phone or the Internet, 

Why does financial integration matter? 

Financial integration allows investors to seek higher returns and lower risks 

through diversification, and it enables borrowers to finance themselves less 

expensively and more reliably in deeper and more complete financial markets. 

This provides immediate benefits to consumers, and, through interaction with 

other economic developments such as technological innovation, should allow 

faster productivity and economic growth. However due to the heterogeneity 

across countries that is caused by, for example, risk differences, cultural 

influences in client relationship, country-specific strategic behaviour in order to 

cope with informational imperfections such as moral hazard or incentive effects, 

prices will not strictly equalise even in fully integrated markets. 

But we are still far from having truly integrated markets: the EU’s retail 

financial markets — which provide financial services to its nearly 480 million 

consumers — remain fragmented and lag behind integration in wholesale 

markets. Thus potential benefits of integration are not fully exploited. But even 

if assumed that integration benefits only the five percent of EU citizens engaged 

in cross-border retail transactions, they constitute a potential market of around 

24 million citizens (equalling the population of Netherlands and Austria). 

There is consequently undoubtedly large potential for further integration in retail 

financial markets. With the time national borders represent less and less virtually 

insurmountable barriers for consumers and for service providers alike. “Natural” 

obstacles, such as differences in language and mentality, can be overcome with 

time as economic and social integration continues. Positive developments also 

include the rapid expansion of Western European banks into Central and Eastern 
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Europe, and the formation of large international financial conglomerates by 

institutions from smaller countries. 

Far more critical are the “artificial” obstacles, such as domestic rules and 

regulations. Domestic markets are regulated by a whole multitude of national 

laws that differ widely from one member state to another, especially in the area 

of consumer and investor protection.  

Banks and insurers that are active across borders must still spend considerable 

resources adapting their retail products to national markets because of 

differences in consumer protection arrangements, contract law, and taxation. 

These difficulties have led firms to rely more on foreign subsidiaries than on 

branches to organize their cross-border activities, thus forgoing important 

efficiencies.  

Direct marketing of retail financial services on a cross-border basis will also 

only take off if customers become more confident about the legal and regulatory 

framework for these transactions.  

In other words, the limiting factor for cross-border business is not a general 

reluctance to purchase financial services from abroad without personal contact, 

but rather enduring concerns about the legal framework applicable. The 

differences in European civil law regimes and the associated legal uncertainty 

impede the cross-border supply of financial services. As a result, a major 

segment of the financial market lacks a set of consistent and reliable rules for 

cross-border business. 

What is the Commission doing, to overcome these deficiencies? 

As already mentioned, retail financial services integration has not yet depleted 

its potential and competition in some markets is still insufficient, particularly in 

area like payments and retail banking, leaving consumers unable to take full 

advantage of the benefits of the single market. The Commission is acutely aware 
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that without further efforts, European retail financial services markets are likely 

to remain fragmented.  

Following on from the Commission’s White Paper on Financial Services 2005-

2010, the results of the Commission’s sectoral inquiry into retail banking and 

the interim report on business insurance, the Commission will therefore issue 

soon a Green Paper on Retail Financial Services.  

The objective of this Green Paper is to set out the overarching objectives of the 

Commission’s policy in the area of retail financial services and present in more 

detail the actions necessary to bring the benefits of integrated EU financial 

market to users. 

The Commission believes that integration in EU retail financial services markets 

can be further developed:  

 by delivering concrete benefits to consumers,  

 by enhancing consumer confidence and  

 by empowering consumers.  

Let me address each of these points in turn. 

First, concrete benefits need to be brought to consumers through properly 

regulated open markets and strong competition delivers choice, value and 

quality.  

Those, who are sceptical vis-à-vis retail market integration argue that further 

regulatory action is undesirable as no significant level of cross-border retail 

business can be expected and that, hence, further regulation will only create 

costs, rather than any tangible benefits to suppliers and consumers. However, 

these critics ignore that market liberalisation is about the creation of trade 

options, not trade. Even the threat of new market entrants can already raise the 

level of effective competition — and, hence, lower prices — significantly. 

Consequently, liberalisation must not be made dependent upon forecasted trade 
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volumes. Rather, political action must create the scope for market participants to 

exploit market opportunities. 

Second, consumer confidence can be enhanced through financially sound and 

trustworthy providers and by ensuring that consumers are adequately protected 

where necessary. 

Surveys1 show that European consumers remain concerned about the risks of 

cross-border activity and lack confidence in the available legal protection. 

Further efforts may therefore be required to ensure that consumers are confident 

that they will enjoy the same rights, regardless of the location of the financial 

institution and of the selling mode chosen. Three main sets of issues need to be 

addressed in this respect:  

 how to protect best consumers’ interests,  

 how to provide legal certainty and  

 how to ensure access to adequate redress.  

Third, consumers need to be empowered to make the right decisions for their 

financial circumstances. This is based on several elements, including financial 

literacy, clear, proportionate and timely information provision, and high-quality 

advice.  

The Commission long preached the concept of the “responsible consumer”, who 

is reasonably well informed, vigilant and knowledgeable. This concept should 

be at the heart of future consumer policy relating to financial services. The 

consumer should be given access to thorough and objective information. 

Without responsible consumers, competition will be unable to flourish through 

the mechanisms of price and performance. 

Completing the financial integration process will thus require addressing some 

fundamental policy questions, which will, in turn, require strong political 

commitment.  
                                                 
1 Eurobarometer 230, August 2005. 
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Conclusion 

Improving the operation of Europe’s retail financial services markets requires 

careful and targeted action, building on what has been achieved. And, 

notwithstanding that most customers of retail financial services are likely to 

remain domestically focused; the Commission considers that further reforms 

may be required to make retail financial services markets work better for 

consumers.  

The Green Paper on Retail Financial Services will bring together our existing 

different initiatives in the field of retail financial services such as mortgage 

credit, bank account mobility, financial education and highlight areas where 

more work may need to be undertaken, for example, insurance or saving for 

retirement.  

After the publication of the Green Paper, a public consultation will be held in 

order to help prepare the Commission’s final policy orientations. 

I hope you will all contribute to this consultation and I am looking forward to 

having fruitful discussions with you at that occasion.  

Thank you for your attention.  


